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∲ermicosmic-ray spectrum

Energy Spectrum!
• A broken power law:!
N(E) ~ E-2.7,  EPeV < 3 !
        ~ E-3.0,  3  < EPeV < 100!
• Strong  solar cycle 
modulation below ~ 10 GeV!
!
• Energy density ~ 1 eV 
cm-3, near equipartition with 
magnetic & thermal/
turbulent energy density of 
interstellar gas.!
!
• Most of the pressure!
comes from ~ GeV particles!
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UnivEarthS

diffusion on magnetic field: 
change direction, but no work on the particle

particle acceleration by shocks
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uses bias towards head-on collisions  
to effect acceleration  
because more frequent head-on  
than trailing collisions  
(cf running in the rain)

2nd order Fermi acceleration

β, E

E’ < E E’ > E

V

the strange case  
of cosmic rays 
Frank Capra
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opposite side symmetrically « arrives » at vs(1-1/r) =  ¾ vs  if compression ratio r = 4 

 magnetic diffusion (in angle) on δB waves in each medium => particles isotropized <v> = 0 
shock without collisions ! 
=> frontal racket swing at each crossing of the shock 
δB generation 

upstream: Alfven waves generated by the cosmic rays (stream instability) 
downstream: + turbulence 

 mean free part (90°)  and diffusion coefficient  
(random walk):

1st order Fermi acceleration
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adiabatic invariant p⊥
2/B = cte 

magnetic mirror… 

particule and B “ignore each other” 

angular diffusion 
Δα ~ ΔB/B0  
centre of curvature drifts 
r ~ Rg Δα 

Bell ’78,   Axford ’77,  Blandford & Ostriker ’78 
resonant scattering if Rg ≈ λ and growth of Alfven waves (λ) in the upstream medium

Rg ~ λ

Rg >> λ

Rg << λ

B-particle interaction
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kinematic gains in shock crossings to accelerate particles => diffusive shock acceleration 
net energy gains (increasing gyradii)

1st order Fermi acceleration

PIC 
simulation 
(Baring)
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steady-state scenario, particle distribution function in momentum p: 
the integral F(p) follows the equation 

diffusion upstream: equilibrium between diffusion outward and convection back to shock 
density n(x) of particles with velocity c 

downstream advection with u2 away from the shock 
ratio of fluxes crossing and downstream => 

for isotropic distributions on each side, average gain 
power-law solution to the kinetic equation 
complete lack of energy scale 
spectral index independent of  
diffusion properties, B strength,  

obliquity… only gas compressibility

accelerated spectrum

Power-Law Index from
Diffusive Shock Acceleration

shock frame
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spectral index ind. of θB 
(dE/dt)acc decreases as θB ↑ 
because injection rate depends on 
obliquity and Mach number

acceleration efficiency

//

⊥
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crossing cycle duration: 

energy gain per cycle 

so constant acceleration rate in energy 
just wait to get to the desired energy ! 

maximum energy when 
particle escapes: gyroradius ≈ shock size 

acceleration time  ≈ shock age 
energy loss rate (radiation) balances the gain  
rate, particularly efficient for electrons

acceleration rate
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very high acceleration efficiency  
above 4 keV 
≈ 2.5% of proton density in  

suprathermal part 
> 25% of energy flux crossing 

the shock to supra thermal protons

Earth bow shock
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highly oblique one (Ulysses) 
data consistent with acceleration 
model, but inefficient injection

interplanetary shocks

Baring etal 1997 
ULYSSES (SWICS) 
observations of solar 
wind THERMAL ions 

 

Monte Carlo modeling 
implies strong scattering O 
~3.7 rg 

 

H+ and He2+ data and 
modeling supports 
assumption that particle 
interactions with background 
magnetic field are nearly 
elastic 

Highly oblique Interplanetary shock 

Critical range for injection Fully consistent with test-particle DSA 
but injection inefficient 

θBn=77o 

Don Ellison, NCSU 
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old point of view 

magnetic “foam” reality

magnetic complexity …
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SN1006 
radio, optical, X rays, γ rays (TeV) 

X-ray synchrotron radiation from ≈ few 10 TeV electrons accelerated at the shock 

escape: when ? how?

vollée interstellaire

pCR + pSNR → π0 → 2 γ 
eCR + γIR → γ

B ?
Emax(e-)
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Fermi sub-GeV spectrum: proton emission

signature of proton acceleration

IR opt γ 

pCR + p → π0 → 2 γ

Medusa IC443
IR IR opt γ
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nova 1037 J = P(Sun)*1000 years 
shock speed 44 Mkm/h 

1 to 2 nova per year

nova thermonuclear explosion

• Binary systems with a 
white dwarf and a red 
giant star (symbiotic)  

• Best-known object:    
RS Ophiuchi  

• Massive white dwarf 
(MWD~1.35 M  ) - maybe 
a SN Ia in ~105-107 yrs  

• Thermonuclear runaway 
outbursts: 1898, 1907, 
1933, 1945, 1958, 1967, 
1985, and 2006 

! 

#  ~20 years recurrence period, as compared to 104-105 yrs for classical 
novae, due to the higher (dM/dt)acc and MWD 

cosmic
ray acceleration

pCR + pRG  
→ π0 → 2γ  
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Centaurus A jet lobes 

large scale acceleration

IR opt  X 

radio  γ 
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feedback of accelerated particles on the shock 
gas adiabatic index γ = 5/3 —> 4/3 : more compressible (compression ratio r = 4 —> 7) 
added particle pressure 
shock precursor => particles with different gyroradii “see” different r ratios => different 
spectral indices 
current leakage from escaping particles => Bell instability 
(Alfven wave spiraling along B, its radius grows as B increases) 
=> strong B amplification δB/B ≈ 10, then δB/B —> 400 as loops 
advected near the shock 

shock modification

accélération non-linéaire 

[revues : Jones and Ellison 1991, Malkov and Drury 2001] 

choc modifié spectre modifié 

accélération efficace ! rétro-action sur le choc 

C 

X 

subshock 

Flow speed 

Temperature 

So-called universal 
power law  ∝ E-2 TP: f(p) v p-4 

test particle shock 

NL 

If acceleration is efficient, shock becomes 
smooth from backpressure of CRs 
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Test-particle model Î discontinuous 
shock & un-normalized power law in 
momentum 

Spectra calculated with semi-analytic model of 
Blasi and co-workers 

Don Ellison, NCSU 
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quasi-parallel shock data (H+, He2+, CNO6+, AMPTE data) 
consistent with non-linear (feedback) acceleration

Earth bow shock

Ellison, Mobius & Paschmann 90 

Quasi-parallel Earth Bow Shock 
Modeling suggests nonlinear effects are 
important 

AMPTE observations 
of diffuse ions at       
Q-parallel Earth bow 
shock 

H+, He2+, & CNO6+ 
Observed during 
time when solar 
wind magnetic field 
was nearly radial. 

Critical range for injection 

Observe injection & acceleration of thermal 
solar wind ions at  Quasi-parallel bow shock 

DS UpS DS 

Upstream & downstream 
spectra fully consistent with 
nonlinear shock acceleration 
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thin X-ray synchrotron front  
=> B ~ 50 nT  >> r × BISM

B amplification
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large fraction of the shock energy goes to particle acceleration

particle feedback
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simulations                                           observations

Thermal + non-thermal emission5

Ferrand et al. 2014

unexpectedly low T  
in X rays  
behind some shocks


